
High Definition Game Camera A Game Changer: Chinavasion 

 
HUNTERS and wildlife fans will be able to get high resolution pictures and videos      
easier and in more locations according to wireless camera specialist thanks to a new   
cutting edge game camera. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
"Most game cameras are limited with trigger and lens settings," says Li. "That's 
simply not good enough when you're dealing with a wilderness setting where there 
are winds, rains and other ways that motion can be triggered." 

 
Li says makers of the Trailview took this into account and made it so the camera's 
motion sensor could be adjusted as well as the number of images captured. 

 
"It doesn't matter if you're trying to capture a rare beetle or an elk," says Li. "The 
Trailview will ensure you get the exact footage you need and nothing but." 

 
Li says the Trailview also has almost twice the number of IR LEDs as competing 
brands with 52 compared to 35 meaning that outdoor enthusiasts will capture more 
with every shot. 

 
"What's more is that with a 5MP camera and 720p video camera any footage that is 
caught will be crisp, sharp and beautiful." 

 
And unlike the so called leading brands Li says the Trailview is capable of emailing 
and texting footage to any email address or any phone around the world. 

 

The surveillance camera specialist 
launched the "Trailview" 720p PIR 
Motion Detection Night Vision HD 
Game Camera to make it easier for 
wildlife spotters to get higher 
resolution pictures easier. 
 

Rose Li, PR manager for the PIR 
camera stockist says the "Trailview" 
represents the first time a PIR game 
camera has come to the market with 
the same high quality footage 
capturing, customization and remote 
access capabilities as cutting edge 
IP cameras. 
 

 

http://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Health_Lifestyle/Outdoors_Gear/Game_Camera_Trailview_-_5MP_Motion_Detection_Powerful_Night_Vision_GPRS_GSM_2.5_Inch_Screen/
http://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Health_Lifestyle/Outdoors_Gear/Game_Camera_Trailview_-_5MP_Motion_Detection_Powerful_Night_Vision_GPRS_GSM_2.5_Inch_Screen/


"Animals don't work to any schedule," says Li. "With the Trailview you are able to 
know exactly when you get the shot you need no matter what else you are doing or 
where you are." 

 
And with Chinavasion's 12 month warranty and thorough QC process Li says people 
can be assured that they will get a device that works like it should every time no 
matter what is thrown at it. 

 
"Chinavasion is globally renowned as the provider of affordable, high quality 
electronics and nowhere is it seen more than with the build of the Trailview Game 
Camera." 
 

Visit it on: http://www.chinavasion.com 

http://www.chinavasion.com/

